Complete the maze below. Color in the musical symbols. Learn about other jobs that use music. Circle the jobs you like.
My name is Mark. I am a welder. I use hot torches to bend and shape metal. I put pipes in buildings and build frames for bridges. I use hand tools to mold and shape metal also. I need to wear a helmet, gloves, and safety glasses to protect myself from sparks and heat. Sometimes I work inside and other times I work outside. I use math in my job to measure temperature and make metal parts the correct size for the job.

My name is Lisa. I am a lab technician. I work with microscopes and slides. I test blood and body fluids for diseases. I work with doctors at a clinic or hospital. I must type in the correct results for each test I run. I wear gloves to protect myself in my job. I help people know if they are sick and what kind of medicine will make them better.

Now answer the questions. Mark the correct circle beside the answers.

1. Who works both outside and inside? O Mark O Lisa
2. Which job works with doctors? O Welder O Lab Technician
3. What job needs a helmet, gloves, and safety glasses? O Lab Technician O Welder
4. A welder works with: O metal O body fluids O blood
5. A lab technician works with: O a microscope O a torch O a car
6. Who helps people know if they are sick? O Mark O Lisa
7. Who may build parts for bridges? O Mark O Lisa O Pam
8. What job runs tests for diseases? O Waiter O Welder O Lab Technician
9. What job works with sparks and heat? O Nurse O Life guard O Welder
10. What job uses science? O Artist O Writer O Lab Technician
11. What kind of job do you like? _____________________________________________
12. Why do you like that job? _______________________________________________
1. This type of tree gives food to squirrels and wood for furniture.
2. This plant is grown in the south and provides material for clothes.
3. This plant gives sea life food and shelter in underwater forests.
4. This plant is used for medicine for sunburn and burns.
5. This tree is used as a Christmas tree.
6. These plants provide food and shelter for pond life.
7. This plant is also a food for people.
The riding instructor teaches 3 students each day. If she teaches on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, how many students does she teach in all?

____ + _____ + _____ = ______

The camp counselor took the campers on a 2 hour hike in the morning and a 1 hour hike in the afternoon. How many hours did the campers hike in all?

____ + _____ = ______

If the campers took the same hikes another day, how many hours would they hike in all?

____ + _____ = ______

The baseball coach threw Karen 8 balls. Three were strikes. Two balls were fouls. The rest of the balls were hits. How many hits did Karen have?

____________________________________

The diver saw the following:
8 trout fish
4 bass fish
2 sunken boats
1 fishing rod

How many fish did she see in all?

_______________________________

How many more fish did she see compared to the other things she saw?

_______________________________

The fisherman caught 200 pounds of fish on Monday and 100 pounds of fish on Tuesday. He needs to catch a total of 500 fish by the end of the week. How many more pounds of fish does he need to catch?

____________________________________

The lifeguard teaches swimming lessons 3 days each week. She teaches a total of 20 kids in all. Monday she teaches 4 five year olds. Tuesday she teaches 8 six year olds. Wednesday she teaches _____ seven year olds.

_______________________________

_______________________________
Write each person’s job in the correct state below.

I’m an electrician in Tennessee.

I work as a forensic scientist in North Carolina.

I am an architect building a new office in Kentucky.

I am a student at Virginia Military Institute in Lexington, Virginia.

I am a camera operator in Maryland.

I work as a computer programmer in West Virginia.